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Behavioral Health
Because We Asked...Pediatric Emergency Department Suicide Screening (0.90 Behavioral Health CE)
This session discusses one pediatric hospital’s journey of identifying a best practice for screening all
patients 10 years of age and older, regardless of chief complaint, for suicide in their emergency and
urgent care departments.
Never Take a Disease for Granted! Sickle Cell Disease (0.88 Chronic Disease CE)
Learn how to recognize potentially life‐threatening complications and gain insight regarding the
necessary treatments and interventions for patients with Sickle Cell disease. Discover the importance
of a multidisciplinary approach to Sickle Cell Disease management.
Chronic Disease
Amish Healthcare: Plain not Fancy (1.10 Clinical CE)
This lecture will discuss this individual culture and introduce their specific culture beliefs that effect all
aspects of medical or trauma care.
Clinical
Biggest Vessel, Biggest Trouble: Understanding and Managing Aortic Emergencies (1.00 Clinical CE)
This program will help you gain that understanding, describe best management practices, and help you
avoid embarrassing or fatal pitfalls.
Cop Tox: What's New on the Street (0.93 Clinical CE)
Cop Tox aims to provide the education and references for the latest drugs on the street.
Forensics
Building blocks for sexual assault care: are you prepared? (1.03 Forensics CE)
This session will provide tools and talking points for nurses who are interested in assuring that the needs of
the patients who report to their facilities are cared for following best practices in sexual assault care.
Geriatrics
Elderly Trauma: Eighty is the new Thirty (1.01 Geriatrics CE)
This lecture takes state of the art evidence‐based medicine and shows how to expertly apply it in the
emergency department setting. Anyone who cares for elderly trauma patients (e.g.: EMS, nursing
staff, midlevel providers, physicians, social services, etc.) can all improve their knowledge and ability
to more expertly care for one of our most vulnerable populations.
Leadership & Management
First the Millennials, Now What? (0.96 Leadership & Management CE)
This overview of the generations in the workforce today, as well as the next generation coming will provide
insight into and understanding of how to motivate, communicate with, and minimize conflict at work.
Bridging from State to National Board: Are you Ready? (1.00 Leadership & Management CE)
This interactive session will overview the role of being an ENA Board of Directors member. Four past
presidents of ENA will share their experiences and offer insight about being an elected official.
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Appreciative Inquiry: A New View on Leadership (0.60 Leadership & Management CE)
AI (Appreciative Inquiry) will be discussed using real world examples of everyday process improvement in
the ED. One ED will share the story of how it changed our culture and lead to us winning an ENA Lantern
Award.
Pediatrics
Bad Things In Small Packages ‐ Critically Ill Newborns (0.94 Pediatrics CE)
This presentation will help to prepare you for this eventuality by providing a physiological foundation and
simple algorithmic approach to the resuscitation, differential diagnosis, and initial management of very
young, very ill patients.
Pharmacology
Willy Wonka and the Ketamine Factory (0.96 Pharmacology CE)
This presentation helps you understand the effects of the medication at different dose ranges and why
it is helpful in treating specific patients. This is done using the storyline from Willy Wonka and the
Chocolate factory to entertain you as well as help you maintain the information.
Documentation Bootcamp: Protecting your license and your patients (0.85 Quality & Safety CE)
The aim of this presentation is to discuss how to protect your nursing license and also communicate
patient care accurately.
Trauma
Famous Assassinations in History: Would They Survive Today? (0.96 Trauma CE)
We are all familiar with assassinations that have happened over the course of our history. As trauma
clinicians, I wish to stimulate your curiosity by reviewing several well known assassinations that have
occurred in our past and review the standard of care that was current at that time. Each case has a cause of
death as determined by autopsy. Now comparing those circumstances to the state of the art of trauma
care available now, would these individuals with these same injuries lived or died today? You decide.
All Mocked Up' Simulated Trauma Alerts: Practice Makes Perfect (0.96 Trauma CE)
Trauma is the leading cause of death in the US for ages 1‐44. Emergency Departments/Trauma Centers
work hard to provide the best care possible to all their patients. One method of preparing staff for facing
the challenging trauma population is through the use of simulated alerts including the interdisciplinary
team. "All Mocked Up" is our journey in developing a sustainable process that engages and encourages
staff to participate.
Case Studies in Trauma: Spines, brains, and missing legs (0.95 Trauma CE)
The presenter will review the latest studies and literature, as well as available management guidelines.

